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Diamond Betavoltaic Battery: C14-DBB
This device technology provides micro-power over very long
periods with a capability to withstand extremes of heat and
cold, as well as irradiation. The C14-DBV has a lifespan of
thousands of years.
The C14-DBV is a diamond-based betavoltaic device that
uses carbon-14 as the power source and is currently in
development by Arkenlight & the University of Bristol.
Betavoltaics are neither chemical batteries nor photovoltaic
cells yet have characteristics of the two. They are unique in
providing a continual trickle of output current, enabling the
trickle charging of electronic devices and circuits. Once the
load is connected to a betavoltaic the power output of the
device is completely predictable (see Fig.1).
One major application of the C14-DBV is the trickle-charge
of capacitors, implying an increased power output can be
released intermittently to enable more power hungry
applications.
Betavoltaic devices have exceptional specific energy and
energy density (see Table 1). This allows for small form
factors that are beyond the capabilities of current battery
technology (Fig.1).
Parameter

Symbol

C14-DBV

Open circuit Voltage

Voc (V)

2.2

Short Circuit Current
Voltage at MPP
Current at MPP
Power at MPP
Specific Energy to
5.73k yrs
Energy Density

Chem
Batteries

Isc (uA)
VMPP (V)

1.73
1.95

IMPP (uA)
PMPP (μW)

1.69
3.29

Es (MJ/g)

33.45

0.3

Ed MJ/cm3)

8.16

0.1 x10-3

1.2 - 3.9

Figure 1 | Example of power output decrease
with time of 3 betavoltaics devices with
initial power outputs of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 uW.

Table 1 | Potential electrical parameters
for C14-DBV devices. MPP =maximum point
power. Voc = Open circuit voltage. Isc=
short circuit current. Values for single layer
battery cell (10mm3) composed of C13 and
C14 layers with iridium contacts. The H3DBV data presented in this document is
based on simulations and the ongoing
research efforts on betavoltaic cell
prototype production. The data from
chemical batteries was taken from here.

Figure 2: Representation of the
form factor of an individual
diamond betavoltaic cell.

